
The week that was: 20th – 26th November 

 

Handicappers to follow?  

(I won’t go into detail about their ideal profiles/conditions etc…these generally caught the eye based 

on how they ran in said race, and such detailed studying can take place when they crop up in future, 

on a race by race basis.. they are starting points, rather than ‘back next time out in X conditions’)  

Chasers 

Ballymalin (25.11.17 Hayd) I tipped this one here and sadly for my bank balance and puzzle solving 

pride it was clear early on he wouldn’t be winning. He didn’t jump a single fence with any fluency 

slowing up markedly into everyone, losing lengths in the process. He was eye catching when running 

between the fences – he travelled so strongly for the most part. Come the home straight his 

exertions took their toll and he was pulled up. This horse has a touch of ability, as evidenced by his 

novice runs, and is unexposed in this sphere. He will win handicap chases and I’ll keep an eye on 

him. He didn’t appreciate this sticky ground and no doubt lost his confidence also. He could bounce 

back very soon.  

Thomas Brown (24.11.17 Ascot)…was fancied in a few places, esp in the blog comments, and 

rightfully so. The from book will show ‘UR’ but he was very unlucky here as Ballotin cut across him 

just as they jumped a fence. I think he was unsighted/put off, he clambered through the top, losing 

all chance. He had been running well up to that point and was in the perfect spot. His jockey was just 

about to let the front two get on with it, which was wise. The two pace setters would collapse into a 

hole, Maxwell (owner/rider) letting Ballotin run away with him in this. He has a decent prize in him if 

he ever lets Johnson have a go. Bar that unfortunate error I think TB would have been in the perfect 

spot to take this and the eventual winner, who got outpaced, would have had to chase him. Who 

knows what would have happened. But he is well handicapped again and if they keep his sights 

lowered, outside of G3s, he must go close soon.  

Brandon Hill (24.11.17 Ascot) This unexposed chaser was making his seasonal return and having his 

first start for Tom George. It is worth noting that he is a bold jumping front runner and that will win 

him plenty more races. He ran here as if needing the run but battled on well for a decent second. If 

he is well placed I’d like to think he will be adding to his tally soon. Soft ground is no issue, and 

neither is track direction. Maybe he won’t be a great price next time, but you never know. He is 

lightly raced for his age and there could be more to come.  

Hurdlers  

None.  

 

** 

 

 

 

 



What went well last week… 

Middlebrow….well, I say ‘went well’, I didn’t tip the bugger and he didn’t hit any strategies so was a 

winner that got away…but he did at least demonstrate that the ‘magic formula’, that worked so well 

on the flat, ‘should’ do just as well over jumps…when I get my eye in. I’m flailing around like the 

England top order, lacking timing, fluency, dedication to the stroke, a lack of foot movement etc. 

That magic formula, if it needs repeating…  

1. Horse qualifies against some stats in members’ post, mainly section one.  

2. The horse is lightly raced, esp in the discipline/code, and in theory at some point there 

should be more to come.  

3. The horse is doing something different (any number of things, but distance move or 

class move would be main thing. A change in going, needing the last run, headgear 

change, trainer in form, jockey change, a break to freshen up/tinker with something etc)  

 

Then it’s just a case of their price, whether you like their profile, and if they have been running 

poorly -whether that can be excused. The bigger the price, the more you can forgive. A loot at recent 

trainer form can be added to the mix, more to boost confidence then necessarily being put off- 

again, all about price. As easy as that! Throw in some mental anguish, missed winners, horses falling 

out the back of the TV, and you have yourself a strategy! In all seriousness, that approach works, and 

when applied to racing should see an upturn in results.  

Middlebrow was having his second chase start, was moving down in class (the big ‘way in’) and had 

an 80 day break which looked intriguing. He had been weakening in his races and had worn the TT 

numerous times. Maybe they gave him a wind op. Or he’d just been given time to strengthen up. 

The signs were there. In hindsight 7/1 was decent. When you’re on a losing run you do start to over-

think things! As I write this, Monday lunchtime, I may well have done that with Nicky Henderson’s 

two 8/1+ shots… as they both hit that ‘magic formula’, but I dodged them for one reason or another, 

for ‘tipping’ purposes…time will tell.  

 

Tom Lacey 

Thomas Patrick won at a decent price on Sunday for the Lacey test angle, within the ‘Test Zone’.  

The results, since I started posting qualifiers in early November, are now… 4/11,6p, +13 SP, +16 BFSP 

Looking back, Thomas Patrick hit that ‘magic formula’ ... he was making handicap hurdle debut here, 

was taking a massive step up in trip, and was the only front runner in the race. He made all and 

galloped them into the ground. Lacey now has very good stats with handicap debutants and when 

moving horses in distance. Something for us all to bear in mind. Given the nature of this angle it 

should throw up many similar winners, provided he continues to source horses with some ability. As 

I write he is in red hot form and with any luck can add to those stats in the coming weeks.  

 

 

 

 

 



What didn’t go so well… 

I’ve had worse weekends, esp on the tipping front, albeit I can’t remember when! My concern is 

never with lost points, money, or losers. I’m confident enough in the long run and as I write my 

‘tipping’ content is over +200 points for 2017 to date, and around 60% ROI. But, I have high 

standards and always think I can be doing better. Saturday was one of my worst days for ‘muddled’ 

thinking in a while. The kind of day that makes you think you need a day or two off without ‘thinking 

horse’. Maybe it had been a long week, mentally. I have no idea. (I had a quiet night in, so really, no 

excuse!) To cut to it… 

1.In the 3m4f race I focussed on the top of the market…idiot. All under 6/1 and two of them had old 

and tired legs. The winner, Hainan, came from the Sue Smith yard, and I was nowhere near him. 

12/1 in the morning. What became obvious after the race? A) he qualified against a TJC micro angle 

in the free posts (Chase the Spud would hit one from Paddy Watch)… I have done that before, but I 

really must take note of system/stats qualifiers that appear in races I am ‘tipping’ in- I should give 

every one a proper look. I didn’t with him. B) it was clear he may get an easy lead, or try to lead. 

Danny Cook on a front running chaser- that alarm didn’t ring very loudly in my head. If he wants the 

lead he usually gets it, either from the off or after a few fences. C) the horse… he was unexposed and 

doing plenty of things differently… (back to chasing, big step up in trip, heavy etc) his double figure 

price allowed the chance to be taken. He was in the ‘could be anything category’. The stars did align 

with him somewhat, and bar the fav who chased him home, was up against loads of horses that had 

as many questions to answer as he did- but many of those were exposed. I think that ‘P’ put me off a 

bit too much- and that is a mistake I have repeated a few too many times. It was his first run of the 

season, over hurdles and he ran well to a point, before fading. Clearly the run was a prep for this. 

Obvious…after the race. So, a few things there to ponder…but it would get worse… 

2.Chase The Spud… Here I had a shortlist of three, as per the blog… and this is where my ‘magic 

formula’ brain was a negative… I went for two horses in this who had a bit to prove over fences… no 

problem with the thinking behind them, but when you can make a strong case for a ‘been there and 

done it horse’, you really should back them… in the context of race conditions. I knew this would be 

a slog. Here I had a horse who had won for us at 25/1 when last seen, who stayed further, who 

handled heavy, who had won fresh and was running for a yard in flying form. I also didn’t clock that, 

given he stays much further, they may be aggressive with him and make all. I didn’t tip him.  

Those two examples show the challenge – on the one hand I am berating myself for not going with 

the ‘could be anything’ young pretender in one race, and on the other I’m annoyed I did go with two 

like that in another race, leaving the hardy warrior. (who was still lightly enough raced over fences) 

That is why I enjoy this game, but hate being that wrong, and not solving the puzzle. That’s what 

provides the drive. Next time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



…The lessons…  

1. Pay more attention to any stats/angles qualifiers in ‘tipping’ races, as a starting 

point/context.  

2. PACE…take the time to properly look at any front runners/or work out why a horse may 

front run… study them closely.   

3. Properly weigh up how testing a race may be and hedge your bets…going with two 

unexposed/could be anything types is asking for trouble, especially if you have a ‘been there 

and done it horse’ on your shortlist! 

I have thought about all those points with clarity numerous times before, but not this weekend. The 

mind went blank. A timely reminder. Must do better.  

* 

Donald McCain 

I’ve been intending have a dip into McCain’s stats for some time, to see if I could unearth anything of 

note. It feels as though the yard has been having a consistent year with winners in many colours. 

Losing the Rooney horses no doubt knocked the operation but it appears that episode is well behind 

them. McCain seems to be a jack of all trades with winners in most race types and with horses at 

different stages of their careers. I have focussed my attention from the start of 2016 . I’ve found a 

few ‘way’s in’ that we can track… 

Micro 1  

• Handicap Chases (inc Novice hncps)  

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st-) 

• NOT running at the same class as LTO (so a class move)  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide)  

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 57 15 26.32 64.5 21 36.84 113.16 72.36 12.75 1.62 

2017 22 7 31.82 35 10 45.45 159.09 39.02 9.15 2.21 

2016 35 8 22.86 29.5 11 31.43 84.29 33.34 3.6 1.31 

 

Micro 2 

• Handicaps – All handicaps excluding Handicap Novice Hurdles 

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st-) 

• NOT running at the same class as LTO (so a class move)  

• 0-2 wins in Handicap National Hunt Race Type  

o (e.g. running in a handicap hurdle, 0-2 wins in handicap hurdles)  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide) (16/1+ 1/30,3p, inc a 16/1 winner…they are worth a glance) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 93 25 26.88 90.13 35 37.63 96.91 100.37 14.43 1.67 

2017 42 14 33.33 59.13 18 42.86 140.79 65.89 8.2 2.02 

2016 51 11 21.57 31 17 33.33 60.78 34.48 6.23 1.37 



Micro 3 

• Handicap Chase + Handicap Hurdle (standard, NOT Novice handicaps)  

• 1+ run in previous 90 days 

• 2+ runs this season (May 1st-) 

• Position in weights: Top (inc joint) or Clear Second.  

• 14/1 or shorter (guide, 0/11,2p 16/1+ SP) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 135 35 25.93 79.96 57 42.22 59.23 97.38 12.17 1.47 

2017 58 18 31.03 47.96 24 41.38 82.69 54.66 -0.34 1.75 

2016 77 17 22.08 32 33 42.86 41.56 42.72 12.51 1.26 

 

Notes…. As is usually the case I have focussed on handicaps. Generally, we are looking at horses that 

are fit and/or have runs this season to indicate some level of well-being. When looking through the 

stats it was apparent than many of his do not perform that well after extended breaks of more than 

90 days, and those with a few runs under their belt this season do best. It may be McCain now takes 

a more gentle approach with his horses in the hope that they hold their form for longer.  

Micro 1+2 have a class move – so doing something different/a trainer behaviour trait. There will be 

some cross over between the two angles. Micro 2 homes in on unexposed handicappers. Micro 3 

focusses on handicappers near the top of the weights, and as such the best horses in the race on 

known form, on ratings. They may provide us with some more ‘starting points’ and in any case 

should be of some use, even if not backing ‘systematically’.  

 

* 

Phew, that’s the lot for this week’s ‘the week that was’.   

With any luck you can take something away from it.  

Josh  


